Composing large enterprise applications from reusable software components has become a major software development technique. Components are considered as black-boxes and are composed together by their provided and required services. In comparison to other software development approaches, this allows for rapid development, clean and explicit architectures, and easy component reuse. Currently, there are several systems which support development and composition of components: Service Component Architecture (SCA) and Fractal are two wellknown ones. At first sight, both have the same goals and provide very similar means to developers. In this paper, we briefly present both systems and then we focus on an in-depth comparison and evaluation of them.
INTRODUCTION
Software components [1] have become a commonly used technique for building not just large enterprise software applications, but all types of software. In comparison to non-component-based development, they explicitly capture application architectures, allow better and easier reuse of components, and enable faster development.
There are many component systems in use today, each of them targeting the development of a particular type of application and each of them using a different definition of what a component is.
The general consensus is that a component is a black box entity with well-defined interfaces for services it provides and requires. Applications are then built via composition of components through these interfaces.
A set of all the features and abstractions offered by a particular component system is called a component model (the term component should always be interpreted in the scope of a particular component model). A primary feature of any component model is how the components can be composed together and this classifies component models into two categories: flat and hierarchical. In a flat component model (e.g.
CORBA Component Model -CCM [2] ), components are pure black boxes and are composed on a single level (see Figure 1a with three components all composed on the same level). In addition to black box components (also called primitive components), hierarchical models (e.g. Darwin [3] , Fractal [4] , SOFA [5] , SCA [6] ) allow for composite components (so-called gray box components). These composite components are composed of other components and contain no business functionality directly (it is all in the primitive components). The whole application can be seen as a tree with primitive components in the leaves (see Figure 1b with three primitive components and two composite ones). A related and also important feature is how the component model treats the connections (also called bindings) among their interfaces. These connections are either plain, i.e. they can be seen as direct references (e.g. in Fractal), or they are modeled via connectors, which are treated as first class entities like components (e.g. in Wright [7] , ACME [8] , SOFA [5] ). Connectors allow connections to be modeled in an extended way; typically they provide support for different communication styles [9] (not only classical method invocation but also messaging, streaming, shared memory communication etc.); usually they are automatically generated based on their specification; and at runtime, they allow for transparently distributed applications. In a hierarchical model, components nesting. Additionally, interfaces of subcomponents can be delegated to the composite component (e.g. in Figure 1b , an interface of the component A is delegated to the composite component D).
Another rapidly spreading development technology is service-oriented development (also called ServiceOriented Architectures -SOA). The general goal of both approaches is rather similar: both aim to allow applications to be built by reusing and composing blocks of software. In comparison to components, SOA primarily focuses on the definition of services and their composition, and largely ignores their implementation (in other words, SOA can be seen as component development but only with interfaces). Also, SOA primarily deals with loosely coupled services. Loose coupling means that composition of services is not prescribed in an explicit architecture but connections can be established dynamically and in an ad-hoc manner. In the components area, both loose and tight coupling are considered but tight coupling is usually preferred (i.e. an explicit architecture of a component application is specified and it cannot be changed or only in a limited manner).
SCA
Service Component Architecture (SCA) [6] is a relatively new framework for developing software systems using composition of services and components. To the SOA "world" it tries to bring the advantages of explicitly defined architectures as used in componentbased development.
The central part of SCA is the Assembly model. From the component model point of view, SCA offers a common hierarchical model, which defines the following main abstractions: (a) service, which in the classic component model terminology corresponds to the provided interface; (b) reference, which corresponds to the required interface; and (c) components. The content of a component can be either an implementation (i.e. in the classic terminology, the component is primitive) or a composite. Currently supported languages/platforms for the implementation of primitive components are Java, C++, BPEL, and Spring 1 , but in general there are no limitations and SCA provides a mechanism to support any implementation language/platform. Importantly, primitive components in different languages/platforms can be mixed in a single application (since one of the goals of SCA is to support heterogeneous applications and also to wrap existing code into components).
For specifying composite components, SCA defines its own XML-based architecture description language (ADL). In addition to services, references and components, the other main SCA abstractions are wires (connections between services and references) and 1 Spring Framework, http://www.springsource.org/ properties (name-value pairs, which can be specified for components).
Fractal
Fractal [4] is also a component model with hierarchical composite components. In contrast to SCA, Fractal is an abstract component model:
the Fractal specification [10] The content is an implementation of business functionality provided by the component while the controller manages the component's non-functional aspects (e.g. introspection, configuration, reconfiguration). All the component's interfaces are defined in the controller and can be divided into two groups: functional and control (nonfunctional) interfaces. Functional interfaces are normal interfaces providing/requiring business functionality and the controller passes calls on them to/from the component's content. Control interfaces are provided interfaces but offer management of the component's non-functional aspects and the controller implements them by itself. If a component exposes its content as a set of interconnected subcomponents, then it is called a composite component. If it does not expose its content but has at least one control interface, then it is called a primitive component, and if it has no control interface, then it is called a base component. The Fractal specification defines a set of standard control interfaces: attribute (for component configuration via name-value attributes), content (for managing content of composite components), binding (for managing components connections), and life cycle control interfaces (for starting/stopping components).
Goal of the paper
The general purpose of both SCA and Fractal is similar with both of them aiming to provide a framework for simple and efficient composition of components, to aid in application development and deployment.
As both models (SCA and Fractal) have the same aims, the goal of this paper is to compare them in detail and to discuss and evaluate their advantages and disadvantages.
To achieve this goal, the paper is structured as follows. First, with the help of a simple example written for both of the models (Section 2), we describe and compare features and aspects of both models (Section 3). We mainly focus on how the models are defined, their component models, possibilities of composition, implementations of components, and possibilities of extending the models. 
EXAMPLES FOR BOTH MODELS
The software development process is nearly the same with both models. A developer has to provide an architecture description of the application, and implementations of primitive components. Composite components have no code of their own, just subcomponents.
To present features of the models, we use several applications developed in both technologies. Figure 2 (using SCA graphical notation) shows an example taken from the Tuscany implementation of SCA (this is also implemented in Fractal).
Although this example is simple, it illustrates how the application's architecture is specified in both technologies and allows a comparison of their main features and abstractions (and it is short enough to be completely included here). The example is a simple calculator service, providing operations for adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing numbers. It is implemented as a composite component composed of five primitive components. Four of these components implement a particular mathematical operation (+, −, * , /) and the fifth component distributes calls between the other four. Implementation of these primitive components is in Java. <composite xmlns="http://www.osoa.org/xmlns/sca/1.0" name="CalculatorComposite"> <service name="CalculatorService"> <interface.java interface="calculator.CalculatorService"/> <reference>CalculatorServiceComponent</reference> </service> <component name="CalculatorServiceComponent"> <implementation.java class="calculator.CalculatorServiceImpl"/> <reference name="addService"> AddServiceComponent </reference> <reference name="subtractService"> SubtractServiceComponent </reference> <reference name="multiplyService"> MultiplyServiceComponent </reference> <reference name="divideService"> DivideServiceComponent </reference> </component> <component name="AddServiceComponent"> <implementation.java class="calculator.AddServiceImpl"/> </component> <component name="SubtractServiceComponent"> <implementation.java class="calculator.SubtractServiceImpl"/> </component> <component name="MultiplyServiceComponent"> <implementation.java class="calculator.MultiplyServiceImpl"/> </component> <component name="DivideServiceComponent"> <implementation.java class="calculator.DivideServiceImpl"/> </component> </composite>
The following code presents the example in Fractal ADL.
<definition name="CalculatorComposite"> <interface name="r" role="server" signature="CalculatorService"/> <component name="CalculatorServiceComponent"> <interface name="r" role="server" signature="CalculatorService"/> <interface name="add" role="client" signature="AddService"/> <interface name="subtract" role="client" signature="SubtractService"/> <interface name="multiply" role="client" signature="MultiplyService"/> <interface name="divide" role="client" signature="DivideService"/> <content class="CalculatorServiceImpl"/> </component> <component name="AddServiceComponent"> <interface name="s" role="server" signature="AddService"/> <content class="AddServiceImpl"/> <controller desc="primitive"/> </component> <component name="SubtractServiceComponent"> <interface name="s" role="server" signature="SubtractService"/> <content class="SubtractServiceImpl"/> <controller desc="primitive"/> </component> <component name="MultiplyServiceComponent"> <interface name="s" role="server" signature="MultiplyService"/> <content class="MultiplyServiceImpl"/> <controller desc="primitive"/> </component> <component name="DivideServiceComponent"> <interface name="s" role="server" signature="DivideService"/> <content class="DivideServiceImpl"/> <controller desc="primitive"/> </component> <binding client="this.r" server="CalculatorServiceComponent.r"/> <binding client="CalculatorServiceComponent.add" server="AddServiceComponent.s"/> <binding client="CalculatorServiceComponent.subtract" server="SubtractServiceComponent.s"/> <binding client="CalculatorServiceComponent.multiply" server="MultiplyServiceComponent.s"/> <binding client="CalculatorServiceComponent.divide" server="DivideServiceComponent.s"/> </definition>
The implementation of primitive components is similar in both systems. For every primitive component there is one Java class. Based on the operation invoked, the CalculatorServiceComponent calls a particular service, which performs the operation and returns the result. It could appear that in the SCA version there are missing bindings between the components and that the example uses the SCA autowiring (explained later in Section 3.2.4). Nevertheless, the bindings are present but are somewhat "hidden" in the reference elements of the CalculatorServiceComponent.
For more thorough evaluation (in Section 4), we use two real life examples. The first is the Airport internet lounge application [11] (both the ADL description and an implementation are available at the Fractal SVN repository 2 ). The application presents a prototype implementation of a system for paid access to the Internet, available at an airport. The whole application contains approximately twenty components, of which four are composite, with the components nested in two levels.
Secondly we use the example from the CoCoME (Common Component Modeling Example) research seminar [12] . The goal of the seminar was to evaluate different component models on the same example. The example was prescribed via a set of use cases and a reference implementation in plain Java. The seminar participants had to model the example using a chosen component model and describe the results. These results could serve as a guide for developers by indicating which of the component models is suitable for a particular application. A Fractal implementation of CoCoME has been created during the seminar and it is described in [12] .
COMPARISON OF FEATURES
This section provides a comparison of features of both systems.
Mainly, we are focusing on the specifications of themselves, the component models used, deployment, development lifecycle of components, ADLs, and extensibility of the systems.
Specifications
The first important difference between SCA and Fractal is their approach for defining models. SCA is a concrete specification with a precisely defined syntax of its ADL, its semantics, the possibilities of extensions, etc. Fractal is an abstract component model whose specification defines only general concepts and interfaces.
In addition, most of Fractal's defined features are optional and therefore it is not mandatory to implement them. Furthermore, the Fractal specification defines levels of conformance where each level is a set of features, and if an implementation provides all these features then it conforms to the Fractal specification on a particular level.
There are a number of Fractal implementations; in the following we stick mostly with the Julia implementation, which is the reference Fractal implementation conforming to the specification on the highest level. Also the Fractal ADL is not a part of the specification but exists as a separate project, which can (but does not have to) be used for building components.
Component model
Here we compare the component models of both SCA and Fractal. We focus on the basic abstractions used by the component models, internal structure of components, definition of component types, and also options of component compositions.
Basic abstractions
At a high level, both component models are very similar and we can create a direct mapping between the basic abstractions of both models.
The abstractions in Table 1 have the same meanings and are used in fairly similar ways. The rest of the Section 3.2 presents the main differences between the component models of SCA and Fractal.
SCA also uses the binding term but it specifies which technology has to be used for connecting components, i.e. for wires in the SCA terminology or for bindings in the Fractal terminology. A part of the actual structure of the Calculator example in Fractal is shown in Figure 3 (using the graphical notation used in the Fractal specification). The external server interface of the CalculatorComposite component is accompanied by the internal client interface which is further bound to the server interface of the CalculatorServiceComponent. The thick border around the CalculatorComposite component depicts its controller (membrane), which "hides" non-functional aspects of the component and can intercept calls on the functional interface (i.e. add objects between the external and internal interface.
On the other hand, SCA distinguishes between local and remote interfaces (i.e. accessible only locally or via remote calls). In Fractal, the possibility of using components locally/remotely depends on a particular implementation.
SCA also provides bidirectional interfaces which are two interfaces with opposite direction (in SCA terminology, service and reference) intended for an explicitly captured bidirectional "channel" between two components.
Fractal does not offer such explicit support, but similar "channels" can be established (but FIGURE 3: Fractal component structure of course, Fractal does not guarantee that two interfaces intended for a "channel" will be really connected to a single component).
Finally, SCA also defines conversational interfaces, which capture complex communication among components (called conversation). Fractal by itself does not have such functionality, but there are several projects [11, 13] , which extend Fractal with the possibility to formally capture and describe the complete behavior of components.
Component types
Both models define a component type and both of them define it in a similar way. In short, a component type is defined by all provided and required interfaces and the component's properties. In Fractal, the component type must be defined while in SCA, it can be "inferred" from the component implementation.
In addition, Fractal defines its own subtype relation. A Fractal component A is a subtype of Fractal component B if A provides at least the same interfaces as B and does not require more than B (i.e. it can provide more and require less). The main motivation for the subtype relation is to allow component substitutability; in other words, to formally define when one component can safely be replaced with another component.
Composition
Both component models use hierarchically nested composite components and component encapsulation: composite components contain subcomponents, which are black-boxes from the composite component point of view, and links among the subcomponents' interfaces. The following paragraphs present differences in composition between the two models.
The most visible difference is that Fractal supports so-called shared components. A component is shared if it is a subcomponent of several composite components (see Figure 4 -component A is shared in composite components D and E, i.e. it is a subcomponent of both of these composite components). According to the Fractal specification, such components are useful for modeling resources, functionality aspects like logging, etc. SCA in this case strictly adheres to component encapsulation and does not allow sharing.
FIGURE 4: Shared component example
In both systems, no bindings can cross the architecture hierarchy. That means that component interfaces can be bound only to components on the same level of nesting, or delegated to the parent component.
In Fractal all bindings have to be explicitly defined, while SCA allows services/references to be annotated with autowire options. If a component with interfaces annotated in this way is used in a composite component, then it is not necessary to specify bindings and the SCA implementation will try to bind them automatically according to their type.
In addition to the autowire option, SCA provides multiple possibilities for specifying bindings among interfaces.
One possibility is to directly specify requirements (i.e.
references) in the component definition; another possibility is use the wire construct, which explicitly binds interfaces together.
Neither Fractal nor SCA offers first class connectors to model bindings. The Fractal specification explicitly says that if one needs connectors, they have to be simulated using components (sometimes called "binding components"). SCA also does not directly provide first class connectors but it offers partial support for them. The binding element, which specifies a technology used for connections among components, can be extended (further discussed in Section 3.6) to add support of different middleware and thus add different communication styles.
SCA allows two possibilities for defining component composition: classical composition (described above) and composition by inclusion. Using composition by inclusion, the component is not included to the composite component as a black-box: instead all its content is textually included. Composition by inclusion has meaning only for composite components. Fractal by itself supports only classical composition. However, the Fractal ADL can split the component definition in separate files and then inherit these elements, thus allowing the same functionality as SCA's inclusion.
The final difference in composition is the so-called constraining type in SCA. The constraining type is defined like a common component but it has no implementation. Implementations can be restricted with a particular constraining type, and therefore to other components only an intersection of real type and constraining type is visible. Also, constraining types can be used during top-down development to allow a component to be temporarily placed without implementation.
Runtime environment and deployment
Both Fractal and SCA are frameworks for composing components together and primarily define how to perform the composition. In the case of Fractal, the specification defines the API which at runtime allows definition and composition of components and the Fractal ADL is a separate project, which allows components to be defined declaratively and without requiring developers to call a runtime API. The ADL file can be used either to generate code, which uses an API for creating components, or directly at application start-up when the runtime environment parses it and builds components on-the-fly.
The SCA specification in contrast defines the ADL by which a composition is described. Also, it assumes that the only way to build components is to load the ADL description to an SCA implementation which composes an application on-the-fly.
Although the Fractal specification does not explicitly enforce the existence of a runtime environment for components, the Julia implementation (and all other implementations) provides a kind of runtime environment, which manages components during their execution.
Fractal furthermore defines runtime introspection on components and interfaces. This means that at runtime, components can obtain information about other component types, dynamically request component interfaces, and call methods on these dynamically obtained interfaces. This information can be obtained not only about primitive components, but also about composite components whose instances also exist at runtime. For instantiating components at runtime, the specification defines the Factory interface. The Factory is used during the initial instantiation of components in an application but also during dynamic changes of the application architecture.
Applications have to stick to their architecture at runtime and it cannot be broken (since all calls go through the component's controller, it can prevent passing component references across the architecture).
The SCA specification does not require the existence of any special container-like runtime environment; an SCA implementation just composes components together and provides no possibilities for further manipulation. At runtime, there is no representation of composite components.
For delivering components, SCA defines a format for how to pack components' code and their ADL description. The packaging of a Fractal component is again implementation-specific.
To allow distributed applications, SCA defines several types of bindings which can be used. Namely, these are plain SCA bindings, bindings over JMS, and via webservices. Other types can be added by an extension mechanism (see Section 3.6 about extensions). Like other deployment-related features, whether distributed applications are possible in Fractal is implementation specific.
The Julia implementation allows only local applications, but there is an extension called FractalRMI, which allows transparently execution of components in a distributed way. As its name suggests, it uses Java RMI for remote connections.
Developing components
SCA defines explicitly (in several separate documents) how to implement components in several languages. In particular, these are Java, C++, BPEL, and others. To allow comparison with Fractal (most of whose implementations are in Java), we discuss the Java implementation.
In the Java implementation of SCA, components are developed as plain Java objects marked with a predefined set of Java annotations. These annotations then enable automatic determination of the type of a given component in the SCA definition.
The Fractal specification does not prescribe an exact way to develop components. In Julia, Java classes have to implement particular Fractal and Julia interfaces to be usable as an implementation of primitive components. In addition, there is another project called Fractlet [14] , which allows the development of primitive components as plain Java classes with annotations similar to SCA.
Comparison of ADLs
Both models allow components to be defined in their own ADLs (both based on XML). In the case of SCA this is the only possibility; in Fractal the usage of ADL is optional (as described above) but significantly simplifies usage and is therefore used in most of the Fractal applications.
SCA defines exactly how to divide architecture descriptions into separate files. For every composite component, there is a single file (with .composite file name extension). It contains the description of services, references, subcomponents, and links among them. Types of subcomponents are automatically inferred from their implementation (which can be either another SCA composite component or an implementation in a supported language) or when it is not possible to infer the type, it can be written in a separate file (with .componentType file name extension) defined using the same ADL. The Fractal ADL does not require any division into files; a complete application can be described in a single ADL file, or it can be split into several files which include each other. By itself, the Fractal ADL requires explicitly defined types of all components, but in combination with the Fractlet project, types can be also inferred from annotated implementation classes (like in SCA).
The Fractal ADL is extensible. The tool for processing ADL files is written in Fractal and new features are added as new components. These new features are primarily new elements that can be written in ADL descriptions (e.g. initial values for an application's specific control interface) but also new back-ends for the ADL compiler for generating code from the architecture description.
Extensibility of models
Both Fractal and SCA provide means for further extending the models.
SCA offers three well-defined extension points for adding new features. In particular, these support defining new interface types, implementation types, and binding types. The SCA specification defines several types of interfaces (e.g. Java interfaces, WSDL interface), implementations (e.g. Java, C++, BPEL), and bindings (e.g. directly specified in ADL, JMS bindings, WebServices). Developers can define new types (e.g. support of CORBA interfaces, implementation in different languages, bindings over different middleware) via extending the schema definition of the ADL.
On the other hand, Fractal does not limit which features can be added or extended. As mentioned in Section 3.1, the Fractal specification declares all features optional and defines four conformance levels. The existing implementations allow for adding for example new types of control interfaces, or the ADL can be extended with new features, or anyone can create a new Fractal implementation. The openness of the Fractal specification means that in fact any component technology can be viewed as a Fractal implementation.
EVALUATION
For better readability and comprehensibility, we divide the evaluation into several parts; each of them is based on a different criterion. We evaluate:
• the component models used (i.e. offered features and abstractions), their advantages and disadvantages • how easily applications can be developed and launched and run with the systems • the suitability of the systems for their intended usage (what type of applications they are suitable for)
• how mature and well-established it is, how many implementations of it exist, and how many users already use it • scalability and performance are other important aspects Finally, we briefly discuss other contemporary component systems with respect to Fractal and SCA. The criteria have been chosen based on our experience with component-based systems and we have consulted the existing literature [1, 15] . They should allow component-based application developers to choose whether SCA or Fractal offers a suitable development platform for them.
Component model
As mentioned in 3.2.1, the cores of the component models used by Fractal and SCA are in fact the same; they provide primitive and composite components with provided and required interfaces, bindings among components, and components' properties.
Thus, developers have almost the same set of possibilities for composing applications.
The biggest difference is the support of shared components in Fractal.
The concept of shared components has both advantages and disadvantages. On the one hand a developer can model shared resources as a shared component and reuse a single instance of the component in many places in the architecture and at runtime still have just a single instance; on the other hand, such a feature breaks the encapsulation and black-box concept of the components (e.g. a component which contains a shared component cannot be simply replaced by another component).
SCA does not have any feature similar to the shared components and even they cannot be simulated.
As described in 3.2.4 neither Fractal nor SCA supports first class connectors.
However, SCA with its binding element can (at least partially) simulate the connectors.
Additionally, Fractal's explicit recommendation to simulate connectors with components can lead to an unclean architecture which mixes business components with binding components having middleware functionality.
Other features like SCA autowire, bidirectional interfaces, Fractal control interfaces, etc. do not have a direct impact on the core component and are evaluated later.
Finally Fractal explicitly defines a subtype relation among components and enables component substitutability to be decided. The comparable abstraction in SCA is the constraining type, but it serves a different purpose (see 3.2).
The following 
Ease of application development
To evaluate ease of development of component-based applications in SCA and Fractal, we used the Tuscany SCA 3 implementation and the Julia 4 implementation with the help of the Fractal ADL. Here, we use and discuss the examples of the applications described in Section 2 and also discuss how development with both technologies complies with one of the main paradigms of component-based development, i.e. with reuse of components.
Airport internet lounge application
The Airport internet lounge application consists of 20 components, of which 4 are composite, and there are two levels of composition nesting. There are two versions of the application available -one with a static architecture and one with a dynamic architecture. These versions only differ in that a single component (representing a logged user) can be dynamically added and removed in the dynamic version, while in the static version the number of these components is predefined. As SCA does not allow for dynamic changes of architectures (see Section 4.4), we have chosen the static version for development.
The architecture descriptions in SCA and Fractal are quite similar. The visible difference is that the Fractal description uses control interfaces, which are implicitly available on the components. SCA does not support them and they have to be modeled using common business interfaces.
The other (minor) differences are that SCA requires specification of particular composite components while Fractal allows all of them to be put in a single file (or split with any granularity the developer requires). The SCA specification can be shorter as it allows an interface description to be computed from the implementation.
We have primarily concentrated on the architectural descriptions but there are no big differences among the components implementation classes; the Fractal implementation implements the Fractal specific interfaces (at the time the implementation was created, annotationbased development with Fractlet mentioned in Section 3.4 was not available yet) while SCA uses the annotations in the classes.
Thus, for this example the difficulty of developing in Fractal or SCA is about the same.
CoCoME application
The example is an enterprise application for managing a chain of stores, each with a line of cash-desks, store, bank access for payment verification, etc. There are approximately 35 components, of which 11 are composite, with the components nested in four levels.
Since the reference implementation in plain Java has been provided as a part of the assignment, particular component technologies can just "wrap" the implementation (i.e. Java classes) into components.
Similar to the previous application, the creation of the architectural description took approximately the same time. Nevertheless, this does not hold for the implementation. Wrapping the existing code into components took a significantly shorter time for SCA than for Fractal, since the reusing of existing noncomponent code is one of the SCA goals (as mentioned in Section 1.1).
Thus, for "componentizing" existing applications, SCA components can be built more quickly.
Reuse of already developed components
Reusing already developed components is one of the main paradigms of component-based development. To really allow reuse of components, the development process of component-based applications requires to be divided into two parallel flows [16] -component development and system development. The former deals with preparation of individual reusable components and the latter deals with requirement specification, selection of matching components, and their composition to a resulting application.
The SCA's prescribed structure of dividing architecture descriptions into separated files, i.e. one file with the component type description and another file with composition description for composite components (see Section 3.5) perfectly follows these two flows of development. Developers of individual components prepare type descriptions, implementation of primitive components and even descriptions of reusable composite components. Then the system developer can choose from the available components and prepare the final application.
With Fractal, as there is no prescribed dividing structure (and even more, descriptions in ADL need not exist at all), it can be difficult to reuse existing components, especially the composite components.
Summary
The following table again summarizes this criterion of the evaluation.
SCA
Fractal Development from scratch + + Reuse and integration + +-of non-component code Reuse of components + +-
Applicability of the systems
As an abstract component model, Fractal can be considered as a general purpose component model suitable for any type of application. The real suitability then depends on the particular Fractal implementation. The Julia reference implementation is suitable for any Java application where developers want to explicitly capture the application's architecture. With the help of the FractalRMI project, these applications can even be transparently distributed. On the OW2 consortium website, there are several applications already with production status developed using Julia (the Speedo project which is a component-based implementation of the JDO standard; the Dream project providing components for construction middleware; etc.). There are also other Fractal implementations, each of which targets a different type of application. For example, the Think [17] project is a Fractal implementation in C targeting component-based development of operating systems (a Think's subproject has available a library of operating system components like schedulers etc. for small processors like ARMs); AOKell [18] is another general-purpose Java implementation similar to Julia but employs an aspect-oriented solution for implementing control parts of components; ProActive [19] is a distributed and asynchronous Fractal implementation suitable for grid computing.
Thus, the suitability of Fractal for a particular application strongly depends on the Fractal implementation used.
In contrast SCA targets composition of services in SOA systems and thus is suitable for building enterprise and cross-enterprise applications built on already-developed components and services. Importantly, these components can be built in different languages/platforms but still composed together in a single application. Such a heterogeneity is also possible in Fractal, however as far as we know there is currently no Fractal implementation which allows it.
Nevertheless SCA can be used to develop any type of application. However if someone wanted to use it for composing a component-based operating system (for example the Think implementation of Fractal mentioned above), it would still be necessary to create some minimal runtime environment (and therefore it would be better to use an already developed implementation).
Again, the summarization 
Runtime
The runtime support is closely related with the suitability of a particular framework. As the Fractal specification defines introspection abilities of components, it implies that components' instances have to exist at runtime (all current Fractal implementations provide some kind of a runtime environment). In contrast, the SCA specification does not imply anything at runtime and it mostly concentrates on composition at design time but it also does not prevent an existence of such a runtime environment.
The nonexistence of a runtime environment can be seen as both an advantage and disadvantage. The disadvantage is evident: components and architecture defined during application design disappear after instantiation, there is no possibility of further dynamic instantiation, and also there is a danger of so-called architecture erosion [20] . On the other hand, this nonexistence can actually be seen as an advantage as it allows for easier integration of legacy and other applications without the necessity to build wrappers for them (such wrappers are necessary to "fractalize" these applications; e.g. the Jade [21] project uses such a technique and has Fractal wrappers for the JOnAS and Tomcat servers and others).
SCA
Fractal Runtime environment -+ Dynamic architecture -+ changes
Scalability and performance
Scalability of both systems is quite similar; both can be used for building systems comprising from two to many components. Neither puts any limitation on the number of components and/or number of levels of nesting. Also the description of components in ADL scales well; each component can be described in its own file (in SCA, this is the only possibility).
To compare the performance is more complicated as the systems work in different ways. At the beginning, both systems compose a prescribed architecture but later during execution, Fractal implementations still manage and control applications while SCA finishes its work after the initial composition. Thus, only the initial execution can be compared: but this is relatively unimportant as it has nearly no impact on the complete run of the application.
The existence of a runtime environment, which controls and manages components during the run, can be seen as a performance burden but it brings other benefits (see Section 4.4). For example Julia offers strong optimizations of applications by merging and/or removing implementation objects, and therefore decreasing the number of internal calls through the infrastructure.
If we compare the runtime execution of the Calculator example in the Tuscany SCA and in Julia, there are more internal calls using the Tuscany framework. For example, if we consider a call between CompositeServiceComponent and AddServiceComponent, then in the Julia implementation there are two other objects (both dynamically generated during startup) in the call chain, i.e. two more calls. In Tuscany SCA there are a total of 12 additional internal calls for a single invocation. This is made up of the call chain with 9 calls (just one object is generated), and one of them is using Java reflection API which adds another three calls. In both cases, the example was executed without any optimization.
Current status
The Fractal component model can be seen as a stable and established technology with a stable community of users. As mentioned above (see 4.3) , there are a number of Fractal implementations, each of which targets a different type of application; and already there are applications built on the top of these implementations. In addition, the Fractal component model is commonly used in many research projects.
SCA is a relatively new specification and although there are several SCA implementations already available, currently there are few available applications other than the examples distributed with these implementations.
On the other hand, the SCA specification has been developed and supported by companies like IBM, IONA, Oracle, SAP, Sun, SpringSource, and others; while Fractal was originally designed by France Telecom and INRIA and is currently driven mainly by its community of users.
Brief comparison with other component systems
In this section, we briefly compare SCA and Fractal with other current component systems and models. We consider only systems which, like SCA and Fractal, employ hierarchical component models. We have already mentioned classical architecture description languages like Darwin [3] , Wright [7] , and ACME [8] , which strongly influenced most of the current component models.
All these languages provide means for describing hierarchical architectures composed of components. In addition to components, Wright and ACME incorporate connectors as another first class entity for modeling bindings among components. All of these languages allow for formal description of behavior of applications. In comparison to SCA and Fractal, these languages are more similar to SCA as they do not provide any runtime environment. However SCA is closely tied to a number of technologies (Java, Spring, WebServices) and can be used for directly developing production applications, whereas these ADLs are rather abstract. On the other hand SCA does not support any formal description of behavior and/or validation of the correctness of composition; and it only provides partial support for connectors.
The SOFA 2 [5] component system also offers a hierarchical component model.
As it offers a complete runtime environment, it is closer to Fractal than to SCA. SOFA 2 provides a component model with first class connectors, which allows for multiple communication styles and transparently distributed applications. Like Fractal, SOFA 2 also distinguishes between the control and business parts of components (the control part is composed of so-called microcomponents). In addition SOFA 2 can capture the behavior of components formally, and allows the description of dynamic architectures (via well-defined reconfiguration patterns). Possible usage of SOFA is mostly the same as for general-purpose Fractal implementations, such as Julia and AOKell.
Another current component system is Koala [22] , which targets software development for embedded devices. It stands somewhere between SCA and Fractal. The component model used by Koala is heavily inspired by Darwin; it offers hierarchical components without first class connectors. The applications are described in Koala ADL; components can be either newly defined or they can be reused from a repository (all components are stored in the repository). The ADL description is used to generate skeletons of the implementation (in C). As it targets primarily embedded software, Koala at runtime provides a minimal environment and mostly focuses on architecture optimizations (based on removing unnecessary components and bindings) and support of product lines.
A completely different approach for introducing components is offered by the ArchJava [23] and Java/A [20] component systems. Both extend the Java language by adding new contracts for defining components and provide their own compiler which generates plain Java bytecode. Such an approach does prevent violations of the architecture at runtime. However, using Fractal implementations component developers also cannot diverge from an architecture at runtime (as discussed in Section 3.3) and as the components are developed in plain Java (in the case of Java implementations) they can reuse already developed code or be reused in other contexts.
Evaluation summary
From the component model point of view, Fractal and SCA are similar and provide similar advantages to software developers.
The biggest difference is their general approach to the specification -SCA is a concrete specification which defines all details while Fractal is an abstract specification with many details left to developers of particular implementations. Moreover, SCA is mostly a kind of ADL while Fractal assumes the existence of runtime support for the components.
From this perspective, there is no clear winner from the evaluation. However, a winner can be identified for particular domains of usage.
SCA is the obvious winner for rather large (possibly enterprise) systems, when there is a need to compose already-developed parts of the codefor example, heterogeneous components developed in different languages and platforms -which provide their services via different protocols.
On the other hand Fractal would be more suitable for applications built from scratch and/or for applications requiring the existence of components not only as design entities but also at runtime (e.g. the reflection API, dynamic changes in the architecture) as it provides a more complex environment but demands mainly homogeneous applications.
Also, Fractal wins in the area of operating systems and/or embedded systems, again as it provides a runtime environment (there are already Fractal implementations targeting this domain).
Combinations and cooperation of systems
Again, as the systems are quite similar, there is a straightforward idea of their combination and concurrent usage. In general, there are two direct possibilities of combination of both systems.
First, as the Fractal specification is open, SCA can be seen as an implementation of Fractal, compliant with the specification at the level 0. But this is the most generic level and does not impose any special requirements.
The opposite direction is to define a SCA extension, which allows usage of Fractal components as an implementation of SCA components (in the same way as SCA defines implementations in Java, Spring, BPEL, etc.). To develop such an extension is quite an easy task because Fractal components have an explicit interface, which can be obtained from the ADL definition and/or at runtime, and thus the SCA implementation can automatically derive the interface and use the components.
Recently, the FraSCAti implementation 5 has been released. It is an implementation of SCA and it also supports Fractal components in a way that a single component implementation can be used as Fractal component or SCA component.
This support is implemented as a set of controllers (see Section 3.2.2) that provides either a "Fractal view" of a component or an "SCA view".
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have briefly described the Service Component Architecture and the Fractal component model and presented an in-depth comparison of them.
Both have the same general aims and offer to developers similar means for composing applications based on software components and services. As both of them have their advantages and disadvantages, there is no outright "winner" that is suitable for everything, however each has advantages over the other for particular domains.
Use of SCA as a development platform can bring many benefits when composing a system from alreadybuilt heterogeneous parts originally developed for different platforms, which communicate via different protocols and paradigms.
Furthermore Fractal components can serve as an implementation of the SCA components.
On the other hand, Fractal is a better choice for building rather homogeneous application but with an explicitly captured architecture, well defined components, and support for components at runtime. Another "plus" of Fractal would be its more mature status and the existing set of projects/applications built on top of it.
